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Related Work
 Link Analysis and Web Measurement

 PageRank [Brin and Page, 98] – peer endorsement 
 Hits [Kleinberg, 99] - authority and hub
 Power law distribution - the fraction of nodes with degree i is 

proportional to      for some constant α   
 The in-degree, out-degree distribution of the web follows the power law 
 Scale free network

 Social Network Analysis
 Structural and mathematical properties of social networks

 Cliques, dyads, components and circles 
 The significance of positions in these networks
 Empirical study of the structure of online social networks 

 Youtube, Flickr, Twitter, Facebook, blogs …
 Scale free, small-world

1
iα
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Random Graph Models
 Hostgraph Model (the copying mechanism)

 Authors of web pages will randomly find a page and then copy some 
portion of the links to their own page

A

Prototype

Probability p

Probability (1-p)

 Generalized Preferential Attachment Model
 New nodes are more likely to link to existing nodes with high indegree.
 Each site is assigned with an initial attractiveness score A. Over time, 

the attractiveness score of a site S  = A + indegree of S

A
A+4

A A+2
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 A term in sociology that refers to connections/relationships
 Varies in different Chinese societies and changes over time

 It had been studied by sociologists, political scientists, economists 
and anthropologists

 One can find a similar notion of guanxi in the ancient writings of 
Confucius

“An informal, particularistic personal connection between two individuals who 
are bounded [sic] by an implicit psychological contract to follow the social 
norm of guanxi such as maintaining a long term relationship, mutual 
commitment, loyalty, and obligation. A quality guanxi is also characterized by 
the mutual trust and feeling developed between the two parties through 
numerous interactions following the self-disclosure, dynamic reciprocity, long 
term equity principles.”
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Types of Guanxi

 Most Western network theories focus on network 
structures and the significance of positions in the network

 Dyadic (two-party) relationships are the fundamental units 
of guanxi networks.

 The classification of guanxi
 (1) Socio-affective 
 (2) Instrumental 
 (3) Mix guanxi
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The Establishment of Guanxi
 Guanxi base

 Same birth place
 Same school
 Friends, family members, partners…

 The exchange of resources/capital
 “Qing” = feeling
 “Xin” = trust

 Social ties
 The exchange of capital 

 Economic capital
 Social capital
 Culture capital

老乡
同学

亲人
朋友

同事

情
信 / 信任

Pierre BourdeuPierre Bourdeu
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Guanxi Applied to the Web
 Guanxi between web sites

 Regarding a web site as representing a company, a person, a news 
source …

 Guanxi base can be established between two web sites
 Web sites that belong to family members, friends, collaborating partners
 Web sites that originated in the same city, or have the same purpose

 Two web sites may establish guanxi
 The exchange of text or banner links

friends

Collaborating partners
Same purpose

Friendly
Link? sure

Same city
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Guanxi Applied to the Web
 Two web sites can also have guanxi due to an acquaintance through 

a third party web site with whom they both have guanxi with

 Web sites can establish guanxi due to an acquaintance through a 
link exchange platform

 Strong guanxi versus cheap guanxi
 Triangles are indications of cheap guanxi

Mutual Link

Type 1 Triangle

Type 2 Triangle

“Friendship Links Web”

Categories
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Textual Indication of Guanxi
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Empirical Study of the Chinese web and the General Web 

 The sample Chinese web - 10,000 web sites randomly selected from a 
crawl of the Chinese web conducted by Peking University

 The sample general web - 20,000 web sites randomly selected from the 
Open Directory Project (www.dmoz.com)

 Mutual Links, Type 1 triangles and Type 2 triangles

The Chinese web is denser 
relative to the general web and 
has been historically smaller

We use the hostgraph model to 
generate a random graph with 
size and density similar to the 
Chinese web

Chinese web

Hostgraph model

General web

http://www.dmoz.com/
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PageRank Correlation
 We examine correlations between the sites’ PageRank scores 
 CS(i) (CM(i)) is the average PageRank of nodes with single (mutual) links 

from nodes with PageRank equal to i
 Under the preferential attachment model and the hostgraph model, the 

destinations of all links are determined independently of the PageRank of 
the source nodes
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PageRank Correlation
 In the case of single links

 The plot of CS(i) as a function of PageRank i is almost flat
 In the case of mutual links

 Sites with high PageRank         sites with high PageRank
 Sites with low PageRank          sites with low PageRank
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A Guanxi Model of the Web
 The guanxi mechanism:

 At each time step, we add k guanxi edges to a node A
 Choose a prototype and a destination node with a  method similar to the 

hostgraph model.
 (1) With probability q, the destination node links back
 (2) With probability 1-q, both the prototype and the destination node link back

 We Combine the guanxi mechanism with the hostgraph model 

Table 1: Setting of Simulation
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Comparison Against Web Sites in Different Countries 

 We look at dyadic relationships between web sites in 
different countries. 
 Japan, France and Iran (.jp, .ir, .fr)
 For each country, we randomly selected 5000 web sites
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Identifying Guanxi Web Sites

 We identified some characteristics that can be used to separate web sites 
that establish cheap guanxi, strong guanxi and no guanxi.

 We separated 17461 randomly selected web sites into three groups based 
on textual clues indicating that they are establishing different types of guanxi
 Textual strong guanxi web sites 
 Textual cheap guanxi web sites
 Textual no guanxi web sites

 After some experimentation, we formulated some rules to separate web sites 
based on characteristics in linking patterns and PageRank correlation
 Structural cheap guanxi web sites

 Structural strong guanxi web sites

 Structural no guanxi web sites

Types of Guanxi Cheap Strong No

Textual/Structural 0.774 0.795 0.909
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Conclusion
 We defined guanxi in the web

 particular link patterns 
 supporting textual evidence in web pages

 Empirical study of the web sites in different countries
 The Chinese web has a higher percentage of web sites in mutual links and 

triangles
 PageRank correlation

 We present a mechanism to model the guanxi structure in the web
 We classify web sites that develop types of guanxi based on 

characteristics in linking patterns and PageRank correlation
 Applications:

 Producing personally tailored recommendations
 Filtering out web spam
 Understanding social networks
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Questions?

 

Our Work in the WSJOur Work in the WSJ
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